**MONDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
MYSTERY MASTERPIECE

2pm-2:50pm  
MACARONI & MACRAME

3pm-3:50pm  
MOSAICS

6pm-9pm  
ALOHA MONDAY

**TUESDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
SWEET TREATS

2pm-2:50pm  
WEIRD SCIENCE

3pm-3:50pm  
SEA JEWELRY

6pm-9pm  
TENT CITY

**WEDNESDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
WACKY, WILD, & WHIMSICAL

2pm-2:50pm  
SLIME LAB

3pm-3:50pm  
TIE-DYE

6pm-9pm  
MERMAIDS & PIRATES

**THURSDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
LITTLE ARTISTS

2pm-2:50pm  
MOSAICS

3pm-3:50pm  
WEIRD SCIENCE

6pm-9pm  
JURASSIC JOURNEY

**THURSDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
LITTLE ARTISTS

2pm-2:50pm  
MOSAICS

3pm-3:50pm  
WEIRD SCIENCE

6pm-9pm  
JURASSIC JOURNEY

**FRIDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
FREAKY FRIDAY

2pm-2:50pm  
SLIME LAB

3pm-3:50pm  
SWEET TREATS

6pm-9pm  
DELYMPICS

**SATURDAY**
11:30am-12:20am  
TIE DYE

1pm - 1:50pm  
SEA JEWELRY

2pm-2:50pm  
SECRETS IN THE SAND

3pm-3:50pm  
WACKY, WILD, & WHIMSICAL

6pm-9pm  
LITTLE ARTISTS

**SUNDAY**
1pm - 1:50pm  
SWEET TREATS

2pm-2:50pm  
SLIME LAB

3pm-3:50pm  
SWEET TREATS

6pm-9pm  
DELYMPICS

FOR DETAILS & RESERVATIONS  
STOP BY DELVENTURE OR CALL EXT. 8100
Registration required. Please cancel at least four hours prior to activity to avoid cancellation fees. Programs are subject to cancellation based on enrollment numbers.
activities

ALOHA MONDAY
Come adventure into kid’s paradise by crafting lei’s, decorating accessories and ending the night learning how to hula!

DELHERO’S IN ACTION
Bring out your inner del hero by creating your own mask and cape and discovering your secrets powers!

DELYMPICS
Show up ready to compete with fellow Delympians in events such as obstacle courses, tug-of-war and various challenging races!

FREAKY FRIDAY
Get a little crazy with games and crafts and leave with a big smile and lots of memories!”

JURASSIC JOURNEY
Roll up your sleeves and dig up dinosaur bones at The Del's excavation site. Create your own dinosaur masks and fossils.

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
In this fun theater-based adventure, dress in character and make a short movie trailer with your co-stars.

LITTLE ARTISTS
Create your very own masterpiece!

MACARONI & MACRAME
Hone in on your interior abilities and create colorful patterned, lacelike materials!

MERMAIDS & PIRATES
Discover your inner beautiful mermaid or swashbuckling pirate! Splash into this adventure and enjoy seafaring activities and crafts.

MOSAICS
Make a variety of mosaics using different methods and materials.

MYSTERY MASTERPIECE
Create your own masterpiece from unique and diverse craft selection

SEA JEWELRY
Wearable art for you and me, made from pieces of the sea!

SECRETS IN THE SAND
Create your own time capsule with a secret note buried in colorful layered sand!

SLIME LAB
Roll up your sleeves and create different kinds of ooey gooey slime for some messy fun.

SWEET TREATS
Learn how to make various treats and enjoy the tasty reward!

TENT CITY
Hello little campers! It’s time to take part in some camping traditions: roasting s’mores, playing games and creating your own camp memories.

TIE-DYE
Come tie dye your very own Hotel del Coronado t-shirt using special dye techniques and colors.

WACKY, WILD, & WHIMSICAL
Come let out your wild side with wacky crafts and whimsical outcomes.

WEIRD SCIENCE
Participate in experiments with chemical reactions and leave with a sensory souvenir.

DelVenture is The Del’s activities center for children ages 5-12, featuring beach-themed activities and play rooms, underwater murals, funhouse mirrors and more. DelVenture offers 3-hour evening adventures daily and 1-hour activities throughout the day.

pricing

ACTIVITIES
$25 per child
Tie Dye activity $40 per child

EVENING ADVENTURES
$65 per child /$25 for additional children